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The reaction to Sharon Tate in the last issue was so great that here are some more
pictures of the beautiful star.
Once again, you read it here first. The Wheelspinner consistently out scoops all other
Austin-Healey publications and Conclave 2016 is no exception. Keep your submissions,
cards and letters coming! - Reverend Rust
Through a glass, darkly

Cover Story!
Frankenstein saunters insolently at the curb
surrounded by cookie cutter citizen Austin-Healeys.

CONCLAVE '16!
SATURDAY
Kate and I rolled out of Hilton Head Island, SC at the crack of 11:30 AM. I picked up
my trailer (yes, Frankenstein has become a trailer queen! Ever since Louisville Conclave,
back in 1993, when I made Russ stop on the way home every day at noon for the day, to lay in
the pool and cool off. The trip home took a week! - Kate). In my haste I forgot the logging
chain immobilizing a rear wheel of my trailer. This caused a lot of sparks and stares as well
as wild handling issues. After I got the chain extricated from where it had wrapped itself
literally around the trailer's axel, we loaded Frankenstein up and set off for Cincinnati.
The Blue Ridge Mountains are steep, misty and beautiful. The mountain roads are
crowded, too. Towing Frankenstein we got about the same gas mileage in my new 2500
4WD Dodge Ram Cummings Diesel as I used to get in "Old Red," my 1995 gas Ram,
unladen. "New Blue" is a torque monster and pulled us up the steepest mountain at 2,000
RPM with the AC and Dr. Laura blaring. It is hard to believe I averaged 22 mpg during the
trip to Conclave '16. The secret to this great fuel mileage is the low rpm of a diesel.
We spent the night in Asheville, NC host of Conclave 1994 (near Lake Lure and the
Biltmore Estate - well worth visiting, especially with a speed boat - Kate) at a great old wellmaintained 1950's Holiday Inn. We lounged by the oversized pool with a beautiful view of
the mountains (the absolute only way to travel on a trip of 12 hours or more is to split it up
into two leisurely days - Kate).
If you have never traveled by car (and I don't recommend it - Travel Agent Kate) in
Europe, you have no idea how well we have it made here in the USA. $10 per gallon of fuel.
No such thing as a reliably clean, inexpensive motel. Hotels are either scary dumps out of
the movie "Taken," youth hostels full of weirdos or fancy places costing $620 per night
where the staff looks at you like you smell bad. No such thing as an auto parts store or gas
station at every exit or crossroads. No such thing as a Wal-Mart. A quart of oil cost us $27
thirty years ago! Toll roads galore. No wonder Europeans and English camp in tents or even
sleep in (or under! - Kate) their Austin-Healeys at car club events "across the pond."
SUNDAY
Constantly we were bombarded with the question, "is it real?" The answer - "yeah, a
real Austin-Healey" seemed to both puzzle or satisfy a couple of dozen questioners during
our trip. Sunday morning Kate went out to do her ablutions. Finding nowhere else to sit,
Kate sat on the trailer on a big block of wood I carried along in case I needed to jack-up
Frankenstein. A Rambling Man greeted my wife and asked if she had spent the whole night
sitting on the block of wood guarding Frankenstein. He claimed he once owned an AustinHealey. We heard this many times on our trip. I forgot our room number and took a chance. A
fairly good looking woman answered the door. "You're not my wife!" I cried. "Well," she
said "you're not my Roger, neither!" (she should be so lucky! - Kate).

We traveled through Tennessee horse country. Big, empty and beautiful. The barns
and fences here are painted dark brown, the color of tar mixed with turpentine. We asked
why, back in '93 on our way to Louisville Conclave, of a woman selling black raspberry ice
cream milkshakes by the side of the road. "Cause you can git dark brown paint cheaper in 55
gallon drums" she said, politely, as if speaking to dull-witted children. Kate caught my eye,
gave me a grin and we laughed for the next 5 miles.
Our AHCA welcome packet said; "if you arrive early enough, you can go to the Ault
Park for the Cincinnati Concours d'Elegance" - boring! Who wants to see a bunch of overrestored trailer queens fawned over as fetishistic objects d'art (careful, this description is
getting close to home - Kate)?
MONDAY
Next morning, my trailer had a flat! (how about that? - Kate) Why, I just bought them
skins in time for the Roadster Party back in 1999. Old subscribers of the Wheelspinner will
recall the epic show-down of Leroy and his Weird Willy against John Fussenegger's tube
frame nemeses as well as the big TVR wreck.
Suddenly the Ram’s DEF light went on on the dash with a warning that in 100 miles
the speed of the truck would be limited to 5 mph (at that rate it would take us 2 years to get
there! - Kate). What is DEF? Diesel Exhaust Fluid. It is another damned government EPA
mandated additive. I called the Dodge dealership and was told to go to the next parts store or
Wal-Mart and get some, which I did (after a fair amount of searching - Kate).
We arrived at the Cincinnati Airport Marriott in early afternoon. Oddly, it is located in
Kentucky. The first person we saw was old friend Greg Ervin, whom we had not seen in a
long time, 10 or 15 years. The AHCA had the place booked solid. The Ohio Valley AHCA
hosts Conclave every 30 years, 1986, 2016 and in 2046 (see you all then! - Kate). It turned
out so well I think the Ohio Chapter has been planning it since 1986. The parking lot was
crammed full of "The Handsome Brutes" ha ha! You never saw so many badged-up AustinHealeys in all your life, some painted up in garish two-tone paint jobs that never saw the
inside of Abbington but would fit right in at a Mardi Gras parade or a baboon butt contest
(with all their fog lights, they must have been from Seattle! - Kate)! They are pretty little
cars (and even boats!) but slow with ugly looking tractor, bus or taxi pre-war motors.

ELVIS' AUSTIN-HEALEY
In the lobby was parked something I think Elvis in his drugged-up, fat, caped, Nixon
drug czar period would have loved. "Goldie" - in my opinion the most vulgar AustinHealey I have ever seen. All the chrome was gold plated by somebody who saw the movie
Goldfinger too many times. Even the wire wheels were gold plated! The steering wheel
was made of ivory (I was tempted to call PETA! - Kate).

FEMALE DISOBEDIENCE!
We did not attend the "mat and chair yoga" (oh, pulease! - Kate) We also skipped the
"high tea fashion show and entertainment" nor did we make the scene at the "pinewood car
build session" (I swear Russ is not making this up! - Kate). I ordered Kate to go to the "nonsew quilt look art" to show a little jungle solidarity with her fellow women but she defied
me! She also refused to be sent off to the women's "decorative painting on a glass vase."
Kate just wanted to hang out with the guys (given these choices, who wouldn't? - Kate)!

PROTOCOLS OF THE ELDERS OF THE AHCA
The AHCA greybeards had a very helpful welcome aboard package full of maps and
schedules. Of course, no amount of scoop is enough if you don't bother to read it closely (or
even at all! - Kate). We missed the buses to the river cruise. We jumped into "Blue" and raced
to the Cincinnati River and just drove around looking until we found the Belle of Cincinnati.
We beat every bus there. The ship had an elevator, was air conditioned, had a good buffet
dinner, a bar and a band. I liked the very rare roast beef and horseradish dip while Kate
supped on chicken baked in parmesan cheese. Like the Marriott, 2 or 3 hundred of us had the
ship to ourselves.

TUESDAY
I noticed the gasket around Frankenstein's gas tank fuel gauge sending unit was
leaking. The battery is not far away and visions of Mr. Gassie and Mrs. Sparky getting
together for a fling were not good, the prospect of which would infuriate the Tech Inspectors
at the drag strip and tick off the picky Dyno Techs. I consulted the helpful maps supplied in
our check-in package and made the pilgrimage to the church of Auto Zone. I noticed a lot of
fellow Austin-Healey pilgrims making the same journey. The surprisingly knowledgeable
staff escorted me to a bewildering variety of sealants. A plastic gas tank is good in a crash (no
sparks) but 14 gallon of gas sloshes around on 1G turns and 60 second burn-outs causes the
plastic to shape-shift, so a very soft seal is necessary.

MAINSTRASSE MADNESS!
Just across the Ohio River from Cincinnati, in Kentucky, we made the scene for the
AHCA car show along the leafy MainStrasse of Covington. A rockabilly band played Elvis
and southern culture on the skids with heavy bass and saxophone. I had been handed a pile of
1' long Healey wings made of aluminum marked "1st Place 2016 Healey Reunion" to give
out. I awarded one to a fiberglass Jensen Interceptor with 440 Dodge motor. The nice old guy
almost started crying. I was pleased to act as the roving ambassador of good will, Nasty Boy
Chapter, and handed the awards out as I saw fit. Several citizens asked me to start
Frankenstein up. The hood was off so I let them operate the carbs by hand. The sound
drowned out the band which was by now singing "I can't get no, oh no no no, satisfaction.
Hey hey hey, that's what I say!" You really would have thought John and I were rockstars and
our wives lucky and very grateful groupies!
Jack, Zsuzsanna, Kate, Greg and I dined at Otto's, where a pretty good bottle of wine
was to be had for $18 and the entrees were $25. I thought the $18 was for a glass of wine. This
is an inexpensive town. It is a little seedy but gentrifying. During the band break, a fellow
played the bagpipes, always Kate's favorite (only at a funeral! - Kate).

MainStrasse car show in Covington, KY. Jack Fussenegger won the prize in both
popularity and peer sections. “I wuz robbed!” - Keep

Bill Denton’s
“Blackie”

EYE SORE!
This is
supposedly
some sort of all
aluminum
bodied
prototype. It
was buffed up
to a mirror
finish that was
blinding.

The stock Austin-Healeys were pretty but the essentially red-neck hot rod crowd really
liked the Nasty Boys, especially John Fussenegger's LS powered rod. Nasty Boys are like
hotrodders or bikers. A priceless antique Harley, 1929 Ford or a Concours Healey is just a
good place to start (chop 'em up! - Kate). I saw about 100 people snap pictures of Jack's car
and Frankenstein. Some old-schoolers were puzzled by John's LS engine which does not
really look like a SBC, more like the inside of an old black and white TV. The ubiquitous
SBC, the name of the game since 1955, is now as dead as the flathead, living on in the
collective memory which has not really embraced the vastly more powerful and lighter, yet
ugly, LS series GM motors. Jack has owned his Austin-Healey since 1962. He says it is his
last car (maybe it is his first and last car! - Kate). There is not much Austin left. Tube frame
with coil overs, 6 speed tranny with narrowed tubbed Ford rear.
ATTACK OF THE LECHERS!
I foolishly left my wife alone for a few moments to stroll around doling out awards to
those who I felt deserved them. No sooner was I out of sight, when a succession of lechers,
moochers, deadbeats, Elmer Gantrys, flimflam artists, hucksters, mashers, rakes,
philistines, charlatans and gigolos started hitting on my wife! These adulterers obviously
believed my bride was one of those lonely, neglected, romance-starved, rich-bitch Concours
widows! These philanders had a lot of well rehearsed ad lib lines left over from the swinging
'60s. One potbellied old hipster with squid arms, long hair and a Grateful Dead tie-dyed tshirt seemed to be getting some traction with his "What's your sign, baby?" number just as I
showed back up. Thank Heavens I returned when I did! Who knows what might have
happened?
A citizen remarked to Kate that he had never seen so many dashboard gauges as
Frankenstein has (my husband just likes to know the temperature, pressure, vacuum,
electrical storage and generation capacity and fluid status of everything, especially me Kate).

FLAMING GAY COMMUNITY ACTIVISTS!
We went off to dinner and toasted the Elders of the AHCA who put this grand event
together. We drank many toasts to steady our hands on our Hurst stick shifts and de rigueur
custom wood steering wheels for the trip back to the motel. After dinner, two flaming gay
guys were lounging by our cars. One had a 2016 Austin-Healey reunion aluminum bar
award like I had been handing out earlier. I asked him where he got it and he said they were
"community organizers" and he was "taking it home to frame it to remember this night
forever that my community hosted this fabulous car show event" (I swear Russ is not
making this up! - Kate).
IT WAS A DARK AND STORMY NIGHT
Our AHCA welcome packet warned us that "unfortunately the most treacherous
section between Detroit and Atlanta lies directly between the Marriott and MainStrasse."
What an understatement! Jack and I and our brides headed back to the motel along route
275/75. These roads are the worst I have ever seen. Especially bad was the torn up lanes
creating an unnerving 3" lip right in the middle of the road, making lane changes a
challenge. Combine this with utter darkness and angry semi-trucks driven by parolees with
an ugly grudge against the world making up for "lost time" with a dash board full of back
child support subpoenas, blaring by and road-raged up Americans driving along at 90 mph
in a land yacht with either a TV actually set up on the dash or the driver texting (probably
sexting - Kate) or forgetting to turn on his headlights, clutching a beer and you will have
some idea what an adventure this was. Even a Camaro or Mustang (or even a VW! - Kate)
looks like a giant monster when you are tooling down the road in an Austin-Healey in pitch
darkness. A trucker on a non-stop methamphetamine fueled 5-day run from Vancouver
diced it up with a vicious redneck in a jacked up 4WD that Frankenstein could have driven
under. We were nearly broadsided by a fat woman on prescription meds wearing a house
coat with a big ketchup stain driving a '78 Lincoln with a bald left front tire. We were sideswiped by bikers on hogs so chopped that their extended Springer front ends were longer
than Frankenstein. All the while, we dodged the rotting carcasses of deer, dogs and cats
littering the highway like some gymkhana in Hell (venomous toads leaped into our cockpit
and started laying their young! - Kate). What was worse where these rumble strips once on
the side of the road which now ran helter-skelter throughout. Switchbacks designed by a
madman. These criss-crossed vibration markers would not have spilled a drop of scotch
from Kate's lovely lips in our 6,000 lb bemouth but in an anachronism already totally
obsolete 50 years ago, it was scary. We never broke 70 mph but we arrived at the motel
dazed and on an incredible high from our bare knuckle adventure. We stank of filth, raw gas,
diesel exhaust, road kill and death sweat. We were glad to be alive. We sure needed a drink!
Why not just buy a new corvette, run 11 second 1/4 miles with traction control and paddle
shift and arrive at your hotel gently pampered in air conditioned comfort? Because that
wouldn't be any fun, that's why! It is the creative anachronism, the atavistic adventure, the
disdain for creature comforts of modernity - that is what Nasty Boys are all about.

WEDNESDAY
CONVERTIBLE HEARSE
I blew off the "delta queen funkhana" and the "air conditioning installation tech
session" as well as the "wine and canvas" painting class offered at 11AM no less! I was also
a no-show at the "valve cover races." Instead, I headed out to my two pre-paid dyno pulls in
Cincinnati. Unfortunately my female navigator (that’s me - Kate) was off in Indiana visiting
family. Frankenstein is not really the easiest car to drive with a map in one hand. My
convertible hearse requires two hands on the wheel, which is why the Hurst stick shift with
the big white ball is real close to the custom wood steering wheel. Unfortunately, I was
looking at the map to the Indian casino! When I pulled up at the casino I realized my mistake
and headed back at top speed. I actually made it to the dyno shop in time for my
appointment. The place was a "tuner" shop for, of all things, Subarus ("love makes a
Subaru," darling! - Kate) which they turbo-charged at over 30 lbs of boost producing 800
hsp, supposedly. These old VW looking flat four cylinder aluminum engine blocks were
stacked up everywhere like cord wood. Some stacks were brand new forgings. Others were
catastrophically destroyed. Why do they bother? Why not double turbo (on the internet for
$200 bucks - Kate) a Chevy LS junkyard motor at 20 lbs and make 1200 reliable
horsepower? Why don't I do this?!! I hate to tell you but the GM LS motor with turbos has
killed everything else.
REVERSE HILL CLIMB!
The very friendly computer nerd "tuners" welcomed me. The manager could not put
in Frankenstein's clutch and repeatedly stalled Frankenstein trying to get up the steep
driveway that had to be backed into to get to the dynometer. Despite strict rules of "no
customers in the shop" insurance reg type signs posted profusely, I was begged to bring
Frankenstein up this reverse hill climb. This I did with a lot of style, spinning tires
backwards up the entire length of the sloped drive to the shop, almost hitting several
customers’ Subarus.

PSYCHO DYNO! Dig the flea market find 1’ wide rims with big Frankenstein scars where
they were extended by some maniac years ago. Note the sky high roll bars. Dell is a tall guy.

READ 'EM AND WEEP!
Up on the portable looking dyno, Frankenstein was strapped down. When all 8 barrels
opened up there was a howl and a lot of spinning on tires way to wide for the frail looking
dyno. To my chagrin I got only 218 rear wheel horses. Figure 70 horsepower in parasitic
powertrain loss and the lack of traction, but still!
MISERY LOVES COMPANY!
A very nice looking Pacific Green and Olde English White (with third brake light! Kate ) hopped on the dyno next. I asked him what he thought his 100-6 would do. He
believed 117 hsp. I didn't say anything. The dyno guys could not get it to go over 4,200 and it
would not pull 4th gear. It dynoed in at 48.2 rear hsp.

A SAD SIGHT!
Weather channel watching Greg Ervin, who was discredited with not bringing his very
nice red Nasty Boy 302/5 speed 3000 but instead brought an entirely inappropriate bone
stock TR6, urged Zsuzsanna Fussenegger, Jack's trophy bride, Kate and I to take Jack’s SUV
to town for dinner. We saw a sad sobering sight as we pulled out of the Marriott. A red BJ8
with severe but not terminal front end damage was pulled into the parking lot on a trailer. The
front was more squashed than smashed indicating it had rear ended American iron. We
learned a father who was in his 80s lent the car to his carefree youth of a son (probably a boy
of 55 years old! But for all we know, in his teens! - Kate) who claimed the "brakes froze" and
he put it under the back of a car. These Austin-Healeys have gotten so valuable that it will be
fixed, don't worry. We are not very far from "air cars." New Austin-Healeys created out of
thin air with a bill of sale or a recycled title. Austin Healey frames are being made, so are
cylinder heads. How soon will it be before blocks and cranks are produced? They probably
already are. This air car phenomena started 30 years ago when small block Cobras hit
$100,000.00. Phoney Cobras nervously wearing serial numbers from cars totaled in the '60s
abound. More than two Cobras share the same serial number. Now that Austin-Healeys have
hit 6 figures, expect history to repeat itself.

We tried to eat at Otto's again but we were asked haughtily if we had a reservation.
The place was not even 1/2 full (possibly we had misbehaved the night before! - Kate).
The storm Greg predicted suddenly opened up the flood gates and we ran down the
street to the restaurant next door, where we again dined well.

THURSDAY
DRAG STRIP ACTION
Another beautiful day. We blew off "Nash-Healey racing history", "sprite
performance tech session," "herb gardening" and "kids pizza party." Kate and I drove over to
the Edgewater drag strip with the Fusseneggers and Greg. More big repaving action. One
lane was a lot higher than the other. No big deal in a jacked-up 4 wheel drive pick-up under
warranty but in a tiny car weighing 2,200 lbs and 2 1/2 inches off the ground, it is an
experience. According to Wheelspinner “Cub Reporter” Gregg, this is the facility that Leroy
Joppa and his friends rented for many years during the Cincinnati British Car Show. Some
years as many as 10 Nasty Boys ran their cars on the strip. Art Flass and his 440 Dodge flip
front Healey ran low 11's here in the late 1990's. Where is he and the flip front now?

Bill Denton and his "Blackie" made many passes in the low 14s at the drags. Jack
Fussenegger was a close second with Frankenstein and me bringing up a dishonorable 3rd.
Jack suggested that instead of revving up to 5k and dropping the clutch picturessly, I just
ease it off and let the aluminum flywheel do the hard work. I took his advice and ran a 13.8 at
101 mph which was still slow because I could not get it into 4th gear about 200 feet from the
finish and just coasted. Bill's automatic transmission, factory crate 383 and new smaller 575
Holley really gave him a distinct advantage (less is more sometimes, sweetheart! - Kate).
Bill and I were both plagued with slow clutch linkage that considerably slowed us up.
Would it be great to live in Cincinnati and go to the drag strip and Dyno once or twice a
month until I had 300 rear wheel hsp and a 12 second ets?

An absolutely perfect Sunbeam Tiger was trailered in. No passenger seat, roll cage,
factory hardtop, racing seat, fiberglass hood, skinny tires! It ran in the 12s!! (it sure hurts to
be beaten by a Ford - Kate). I had been dreading passing tech and to my disgust was told my
shorts flunked! And a convertible had to have arm restraints and rolled up windows!
Somebody got word to the owner of the track that we were just a bunch of English car
wussies so any semblance of tech inspection vanished.
Dell "South of the" Border was there with a very fancy trailer. He unloaded "Psycho,"
an all aluminum bare bodied 3000 with Austin motor with 3 big BJ8 carbs with velocity
stacks, headers, custom high compression pistons, and a "secret cam" of his own design. He
runs it in D modified. He had an earlier fold down windshield. Dell had the courtesy to his
spouse of putting in two Cobra roll bars. I'll never forget Kate's look when I put in just a
single loop roll bar in Frankenstein. Dell was running what looked like foot wide wire
wheels with short tires that stuck way out. He claimed he had cut so much off "Psycho" he
had it down to 2,200 lbs! That looked true. His engine bay was so cut-up it looked like it was
an ex-Nasty Boy re-engined with a full race Austin-Healey "works" six. Dell too, had
suffered the slings of outrageous fortune at the Dyno pull. He figured he had 300 hsp and was
greeted with a dyno slip of 111 rear wheel hsp. His big tires just couldn't get traction. This
dismal truth undeterred Dell and Psycho who started ripping off 15.4 ets, embarrassing
some Nasty Boys and leaving stock Healeys so far behind it was not even funny. His shifts
were so lightning quick that I suspect he has done some transmission synchro blue printing,
clutch linkage mods or has a Chevy clutch disk which fits the Austin transmission, it is said.
When asked about an aluminum head or setting the motor back 3 inches, Dell claimed he had
Psycho weighed (with bathroom scales for obese persons trying to get disability! - Kate)
under each tire and he had a 50/50 weight distribution so he didn't need no stinkin' aluminum
head or engine set back. He did concede that he had to use an engine hoist to lift off that cast
iron ported and polished Austin head! I'll bet that boat anchor head weighs almost as much as
an LS motor.

Several "citizen" Austin-Healeys gamely dragged with their WWII surplus motors
bought by Dennis Healey for a penny a pound to underpower his divine creations. Their RR
tire momentarily chirped, leaving a motorcycle-like mini burn-out and they were off! Well,
off to a 19 second e.t.
I made 8 or 9 passes. It is hard to describe how exciting it is. Nobody broke down or
wrecked. It was so pleasant under the shady oaks in the pit area that Gregg, Jack, Zsuzsanna,
Kate and I stuck around. We were the last to leave.
That evening we had our farewell banquet with drinks at 6PM, dinner at 7PM with
auction at 8PM. The results of the popularity contest for the car show on Tuesday at the
MainStrasse in Covington, Kentucky were reluctantly announced. Jack had won (you wuz
robbed! - Kate). Bill and "Blackie" earned a car show award in a rather unusual classification
where cars were grouped together based on when they arrived at MainStrasse. Cars, motors
and years made no difference, according to Gregg.
My hat off to the elders of the AHCA. Great job, ya'll. I hope to see all of you out at a
Conclave someday soon.

Frankenstein and Blackie square off !
Note the 60’s style “high wide and handsome” helmets on both drivers. No sissy full
face helmets for these road warriors.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Russ,
Again, decided to drive “Pandemonium” my LS-3 powered Healey Nasty Boy to the
Conclave in Cincinnati this year. Glad I did! 900 miles round trip, 20 mpg @ 80 mph 2800
rpm on Interstate. Some white knuckles with the 18 wheelers coming into Cincinnati in the
dark tunnel and on the bridge crossing the Ohio. Lots of tandem axels banging up and down
all around me! From now on, I think I'll avoid the interstates with “Pandemonium”
Also, drove it to the Conclave in Gettysburg last year, took the back roads. Coming home
from the Conclave in Gettysburg was more fun, mixing it up, and out accelerating some
rocket bikes on Rt 30 in the mountains, of course under the speed limit, a little peak at 140
though. Thumbs up from the bikers.
Zsuzsanna, my understanding wife, prefers a more “normal car” for the trip, her sedan or the
suv for the drive to and from. At the event, however, she enjoyed the passenger seat as long as
I kept off the loud pedal.
Great time at the Conclaves! Super event, club or no club, Nasty Boy or concourse, should
not be missed, all friendly Healey lovers. Drag Racing, gymkhana, shows, river cruise,
food, new friends, old friends, very entertaining time. What is there not to like?
Meanwhile, get that Nasty Boy out and drive it, like you stole it!
News Flash!
I was happy and surprised to see Leroy's “Weird Willie” parked next to me at the Pittsburgh
Vintage Grand Prix this past Saturday !
The new owner, Jeff Prycl, a true gear head, bought at auction sight unseen, claims to have
owned and created this Nasty Boy over 40 years ago. Was different color, smaller flares, 4
speed.
Also owns the TVR with the 302 Ford that crashed at Keystone Drag Strip during the
Roadster Factory Event, about 15 years ago. Never repaired.
I remember the event well, destroyed my high zoot 331 cu SB @ 7800 rpm in 3rd , racing
Weird Willie. Not a good day!
Leroy may RIP knowing Weird Willie is back in the fold. - Jack Fussenegger

Jack - I think that was year 1998 at the Roadster Factory party. Below are some pictures
from Leroy's scrap book of that sad day at Keystone. That TVR belonged to Dan Hall. Did
Jeff Prycl buy the TVR off him? It was my trailer that wrecked TVR was loaded on. We
hauled it back to the guy's house. We tied a chain to the TVR and to a tree. I put the truck in
gear and the TVR slid off but not quick enough. His wife pulled up and went inside the house
slamming the door. Dan asked his daughter what his wife said. His daughter said, "Daddy,
you don't want to know!” - Russ

CONCLAVE A WIFE'S POINT OF VIEW

- Zsuzsanna Fussenegger
This was my second time being present at the Conclave after years of encouraging my
husband to attend without me and wishing him a great time. I knew he would. The Man has
a big heart and loves many things but the 1957 Healy - this little old car - is surely among his
favorites. Years of bold vroom vroom sounds, intense scent of fuel, and circle of men
standing over an open hood for hours has told me that I was in the minority with my lack of
appreciation for this tiny Flying Machine.
Then last year I found out that the location of the CONCLAVE was to be in our
historic Pennsylvania town of Gettysburg. Suddenly I realized I could be interested. No
need to say that the history and especially the spellbinding presentation of the Battle was
unforgettable that year, but then something else - something quite different from the
somber history - also entered my consciousness.
I found out that my husband was a Nasty Boy.
Yes a Nasty Boy, what a name for a grandpa! His car lined up among all the beautiful
antique cars (I am into antiques) where his, and a handful more like his, looked the same but
were distinctly different. When the ignitions were turned on these Nasty Boy cars came to
life with a roar quite startling coming from such dainty beauties. The next day when I was a
passenger during a scavenger hunt, practically flying among the peach and apple orchards
of Gettysburg, even I felt the thrill. I knew then and there that should I be invited next year I
would not turn down the opportunity.
How right I was! This year we were in Cincinnati and I even had a better time. By now
I knew that I would meet people I already met a year ago, and that the wives of the Nasty
Boys' were delightful companions. Would you imagine that a drag race (never a choice
entertainment of mine ) would be exciting at all ? It was fun fun fun! I even learned how to
make a video from start to finish (an awfully short window of time ) and immediately hit
“send ” just to dazzle friends and family who never knew they had a Nasty Boy in the
family.

Russ,
I bumped into this guy at a gas station the other day, he has a car like mine so he came
over and we got talking. This guy put a Chevy 265 V8 into a Bugeye Sprite back in 1965!
Pretty good story below along with some old photos of it.
Joe Yannone
The Bug Eye started life as a 1959 that I had driven for about a year. I swapped the
265 from a wrecked ‘56 Corvette into the car over the winter of 1965. I paid $5 for the
complete engine and transmission. The owner insisted on keeping the Corvette valve
covers as a memento. It was a stock 225 hp with a 3 speed transmission and 2 four barrels.
The generator was a stock item on a ‘56 Corvette except the original had a tach drive built
into the back plate. I sold the generator with the tach drive for way more than I paid for the
engine. I left the Sprite rear end in it and made a very short drive shaft for it. I had lots of
fun with the car but is was a huge handful to drive. I remember that the carburetors had a
complicated progressive linkage to keep from over feeding the engine. Here's a picture of
the engine just about to go in... - Peter Barnes

Hi Russ
Many thanks for the latest issue of Wheelspinner and the Retrospective. I was pleasantly
surprised to see a picture of my Comp Altered Sprite pulling a wheelstand! In fact that was
taken back in the late 1970's….but the body panels still live on as I used them for the current
V8 engined road going Sprite pictures attached…and it still goes out on the strip for the odd
RWYB event.
Best regards - Philip Herrick (Flying Phil)
Flying Phil, Cool! What is your best E.T.? - Russ
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